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INTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM ACCOUNT TO ACCOUNT TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can transfer money from one cash account to
another one within the same portfolio or to another portfolio of
your contract.

1. Once connected, access the transfer menu from the left hand side menu
bar. Then, select TRANSFER and account to account transfer buttons.
2. Populate account to account transfer mandatory fields: from/to portfolio
and accounts, currency, amount and value date. If you select two different
currency accounts, a FX operation will be performed.
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INTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM ACCOUNT TO ACCOUNT TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can transfer money from one cash account to
another one within the same portfolio or to another portfolio of
your contract.

3. Preview your transfer prior to validation
4. Check the disclaimer box and submit your transfer.
5. Save your transfer as a template or view your pending
transfer
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM WIRE TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to external transfers, either
domestic or international.

1. Once connected, access the transfer menu from the left hand side menu
bar. Then, select TRANSFER and Wire Transfer buttons.
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2. Populate beneficiary details using an existing beneficiary or
manually enter the details. You can either populate an IBAN* or an
account number .

(*) IBAN: International Bank Account Number. See FAQ section for complete definition
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM WIRE TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to external transfers, either
domestic or international.
3

3. Select the beneficiary bank details, using BIC/Swift code search.
If known, you can directly input it and click on
not, use the advanced search.

icon. If
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4. Populate your fiscal address (order giver details)
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM WIRE TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to external transfers, either
domestic or international.
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5. Enrich transfer details. Value date is auto defaulted based on the
currency, you may want to change it within a 360 days range from
today.

NB: daily transfer limit is 50’000 CHF
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6. Preview your transfer before validation, then check the
disclaimer box to submit your order
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM WIRE TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to external transfers, either
domestic or international.

7. Transfer validation is subject to strong validation through a code
received on your mobile phone or displayed on your Token
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8. Your transfer is now validated, You can either view it in the
pending transfers or save it as template for later use
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM CCP TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to CCP transfers

1. Once connected, access the transfer menu from the left hand side menu
bar. Then, select TRANSFER and Wire Transfer buttons.
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2. Populate beneficiary details using an existing beneficiary
or manually enter the details.
3. Input the reference for Red/Orange CCP
3
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM CCP TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to CCP transfers

4. Populate transfer and order giver details
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5. Preview your transfer. You can still edit the details of your
transfer
6. Submit your transfer
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EXTERNAL TRANSFERS
PERFORM CCP TRANSFERS
Using myWealth, you can proceed to CCP transfers

7. Transfer validation is subject to strong validation through a code
received on your mobile phone or displayed on your Token
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8. Your transfer is now validated, You can either view it in
the pending transfers or save it as template for later use
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FOLLOW YOUR TRANSFERS
VIEW YOUR TRANSFERS AND THEIR DETAILS
Using myWealth transfers menu, you can view the list of
pending/past transfers. You can also access the details of each
transaction.

1. From main transfer menu, select one of the two tabs
- Pending transfer: transfers not accounted yet
- Past transfer: history on your transfers accounted (90
days period)
1

2. Click on the arrow

to display the details of a transfer
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BENEFICIARIES
MANAGE YOUR BENEFICIARIES
Using myWealth, you can create, edit and use a list of beneficiaries
to ease payment process.

1. Access the beneficiary management screen from Transfer main
menu
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2. The list of the existing beneficiaries is loaded.
You can easily retrieve a beneficiary using the
search beneficiary filter on the right.
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BENEFICIARIES
MANAGE YOUR BENEFICIARIES
Using myWealth, you can create, edit and use a list of beneficiaries
to ease payment process.

3. Edit or delete an existing beneficiary clicking on respective icons
(Edit

, Delete

)
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4. Use an existing beneficiary when doing a
payment, Select the beneficiary using the drop
down list
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TEMPLATE TRANSFER
MANAGE YOUR PAYMENT MODELS
Using myWealth, you can create, edit and use a list of templates for
recurrent payments.

1. Access the templates management screen from Transfer main
menu. The list can also be accessed through the Transfer menu

1

2. The list of the existing templates is loaded.
You can easily retrieve a beneficiary using the
search beneficiary filter on the right
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TEMPLATE TRANSFER
MANAGE YOUR PAYMENT MODELS
Using myWealth, you can create, edit and use a list of templates for
recurrent payments.

3. Create a new template using the dedicated button. You can
create a model for each category: account to account,
cash and CCP transfer.
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4. Manage your existing templates:
4

Edit

Delete

Use an existing template
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FAQ
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
In this section, you will find answers to the main questions you
might have about cash transfers features.

What are the pre-requisites for a client to do cash transfers online?
» A client needs to have an eBanking access with a cash transfer dedicated package allowing to perform transfers using myWealth.
What is the maximum amount for an external wire transfer?
» The daily limit is set to 50’000 CHF in one single transfer or a pool of cash transfers.
How can I modify the details of my transfer once validated?
» You have to directly contact your Relationship Manager to modify a transfer not executed yet. This option is not available via myWealth.
What is an IBAN?
» The International Bank Account Number is a standard international numbering system for individual bank accounts around the world. The
number starts with a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by up to third-five alphanumeric characters.
What is a Swift/BIC code?
» A SWIFT code is an international bank code that identifies particular banks worldwide. It's also known as a Bank Identifier Code (BIC). A SWIFT
code consists of 8 or 11 characters.
What is the difference between IBAN and Swift?
» A SWIFT code is used to identify a specific bank during an international transaction, whereas IBAN is used to identify an individual account
involved in the international transaction
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FAQ
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
In this section, you will find answers to the main questions you
might have about cash transfers features.

How do I validate a new beneficiary, an external wire transfer?
» Such operation required a strong validation. Therefore, you are asked to key in a code SMS OTP received on your smartphone or use your
physical Token.
How to proceed to a payment exceeding 50k CHF?
» For fraud purposes, there is a limit set for online transfers. If you wish to proceed a payment exceeding the 50k CHF limit, you can contact your
Relationship Manager.
How long can I search past transfers for?
» You have access to 90 days history. For further inquiry, you can contact your Relationship Manager.

For any further questions, please contact your Relationship Manager or myWealth support hotline +41 (0) 58 212 44 00.
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myWealth
Connected to your life

DIGITAL SUPPORT
You can receive a personalised assistance thanks to our dedicated support team available to
guide you through myWealth.

By telephone:

+41 58 212 44 00
Mondays-Fridays / 9.00 am to 6.00 pm
By email

mywealth_support@bnpparibas.com
Mondays-Fridays / 9.00 am to 6.00 pm
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DISCLAIMER
This document is provided by BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA for the exclusive use of the individual to whom it has been delivered, whether directly or through a legal representative; it may not be distributed, published or
reproduced, in full or in part, by the recipient(s) without the express permission of BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA. This document is an advertising within the meaning of Article 68 of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services
(FinSA) and Article 95 of its ordinance (FinSO). The legal documentation related to the financial instrument mentioned above may be obtained from your relationship manager.
The present document, provided solely for purposes of information, in no case constitutes an offer, sales proposal or solicitation of any kind, in particular in any country or jurisdiction where such an offer, sales proposal or
solicitation is not authorized or with regard to individuals to whom the presentation of such an offer, sales proposal or solicitation is illegal. The present document or any part of the present document may not constitute the
basis of any contract or undertaking and may under no circumstances, and in no jurisdiction whatsoever, be considered as a prospectus or as a part of a prospectus, as an offer, a solicitation, an advertisement or a public
offering of collective capital investments or structured products or other. The present document therefore is general and does not constitute advice or a recommendation to a particular person to buy, to sell or to hold any
security or other asset, or to execute or not execute any transaction whatsoever. It is reminded, in any event, that the sale or proposal of a product or service may be subject to restrictions due to a given investor’s domicile
and/or nationality, and that it may therefore not be made available to certain individuals.
In view of the fact that the present documents provide a summarized and necessarily abbreviated presentation of a product or range of products and asset management services, each potential investor is advised to refer to
and attentively study all of the documentation relating to the product/service he/she is considering and, where necessary, to ask any questions relating to the product/service to an authorized representative of BNP Paribas
(Suisse) SA, in order to obtain a complete picture of the characteristics and potential risks of the product or service under consideration. All products/services present a risk, generally in proportion with the anticipated
performance or yield: it is the responsibility of the investor to make certain that he/she is able and wishes to bear that risk. Potential investors are, once again, strongly advised, where they have not yet done so, to take
cognizance of and to understand the risks inherent in each product or asset management agreement/service in which they are interested. He/she must make certain that he/she has sufficient knowledge, understanding and
familiarity with these risks to be able to conduct his/her own detailed analysis of all aspects of the planned transaction or of the service under consideration. The investor must in no case consider the present document as a
document containing legal or tax advice. Each investor is advised to consult as needed his/her own external advisors in matters of law, taxation or any other matter, in order to make a judgment, under his/her own
responsibility, as to whether an investment in one or another of the products described in this document is opportune. The investor’s attention is drawn to the fact that the tax regime that will be applied to his/her
investment in the product described in the present document will depend on his/her own individual tax situation and may be subject to change over the term of the product finally chosen. It is possible that certain
modifications of a legal, tax or regulatory nature may take place over the term of the products/services and that these may also have negative consequences for the performance of the investments or affect or even
significantly alter the value of the product/service for the investor from a legal, financial or tax point of view.
The Bank is not in a position and thus shall not seek confirmation that information, products or services provided or described herein is/are appropriate to any particular investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or
appetite for risk. The investor must therefore dispose of sufficient familiarity with the financial instruments employed and with the markets connected with the product or service in question will or may be executing
investments in order to understand the risks involved therein.
Where this document presents simulations of and potential returns for a product or service based on market data from recent years, it is reminded that past performance and yields are in no event predictive of future
results. As no guarantee of principal whatsoever is provided for any agreement/service/product, with the exception of certain structured products and where so indicated in writing, this means that, in the event of
unfavourable developments, it is possible that the investor will suffer substantial losses, possibly even the loss of the entire capital invested, or more, in cases of “leveraging.”
The information, opinions and estimates contained in the present document are subject to change subsequent to its delivery and the Bank does not conduct regular updates of any opinion that may have been given. In
particular, the Bank shall not seek to confirm that the recipient of any information or opinion will receive or be able to have access to subsequent information or opinions in connection therewith.
Although the information, opinions and estimates expressed herein are based on sources that it considers reliable, BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA provides no assurance or guarantee, neither explicit nor implicit, for the
completeness, reliability or accuracy of the information contained in this document, nor does it accept any responsibility therefore. Neither BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA nor any person affiliated with it may be held liable for any
alleged losses resulting directly or indirectly from the use of information provided or opinion made in this document.
The investor accepts that the Bank or the group to which it belongs, or its employees/directors may hold or have held positions or an interest in the products mentioned, or have acted as a “market maker” for these products.
He/she further accepts that the Bank or the group to which it belongs, or its employees/directors may be connected with the companies involved and/or their directors and furnish them with various services, including
membership on their board of directors.
©BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA - 2019
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